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1. INTRODUCTION 
A variety of variational procedures have been introduced to approximately 
solve the transport equation, cf. [l ,2]. In the one-speed case it has been shown 
that there exists a whole family of variational principles consistent with the 
transport equation and the nonreentrant boundary condition [2]. This 
family is spanned by a single parameter j3, which assumes arbitrary real 
values. As is shown in [2], most of the one-speed variational procedures 
used so far in applications are obtained as special cases of this more general 
class. 
In the present work we extend the above class of approximation procedures 
to the energy-dependent case. We show that, under certain assumptions on 
the physical parameters, the procedures so obtained are stable and convergent, 
provided that parameter p lies within the closed interval [O, 11. We also 
note that for j3 = I the variational method essentially coincides with the I 
Galerkin scheme studied in more detail in connection with the finite element 
method [3]. 
As a second approach we consider the variational approximation of the 
symmetrized transport equation, obtained from the original one under certain 
additional physical assumptions [l]. The symmetrized variational scheme has 
been recently used in certain applications based on the finite element method 
[4, 51. It will be predicted from the convergence studies that, for a certain 
class of physical applications, the symmetrized scheme is superior to the 
variational procedures commencing from the original form of the transport 
equation. Finally, we consider a mixed variational scheme in which the syrn- 
metrization is carried out only partially [6], and we study the convergence of 
eigenvalues and eigenfunctions in the symmetrized case. The energy depen- 
dence is limited to the discretized multigroup form, which normally occurs in 
applications. 
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2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
2.1. Preliminaries 
Consider the steady-state transport equation 
B#E(LfT-K)#=f, (1) 
where, assuming a G-group formalism, Z,/I and f are vectors of order G with 
components &Jr, Q) andf,(r, S2) d p e en m on the position r and the direc- d’ g 
tion of particle motion 9. L, T, and K are G x G matrices of operators 
defined over the convex region R and the directional range W. L and T are 
diagonal, corresponding to the streaming 
LJfb = Q . -wr, 9, g = l,..., G, 
and total collision rate 
Tog& = 44 Ah-, 9, g = l,..., G. 
The operator K represents the group transfer by scattering and multiplica- 
tion processes 
&,~,A, = 1’ bs(r, Q . a’) 9,(r, Q’) da’, 
w 
where the nonnegative-definite kernel is assumed to be bounded. We have 
made the physically reasonable assumption that the kernel depends only on 
the angle between the directions of particle motion before and after the 
collision [ 1, 71. 
At the boundary r = aR we impose the nonreentrant boundary condition 
Ah, Q) = 0, r e r, Q*n<O, g = I,..., G, (2) 
where n is the normal of r. We use Ho to denote the Hilbert space L,(R x W) 
with the standard inner product 
and we assume that each f&r, Q) in Eq. (1) belongs to Ho . In addition, H will 
denote the Hilbert space of vector functions with the inner product defined as 
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The domain D, of operator L consists of all continuous functions 
#(r, a) E H for which L$ is piecewise continuous, LJ, E H, and which satisfy 
the boundary condition (2)[8]. Obviously L is densely defined. 
We further introduce the abbreviations 
and 
iAl > %>+ == s (Sz . n) &(r, Q) pg(r, SL) dS d0, I-XW 
R.d>O 
(4) 
related to the boundary values of the functions in HL . Here n is the normal 
of r. The vector inner products and norms are defined analogously to Eq. (3). 
Further assumptions will be made about operators T and K. First consider 
T. We assume the existence of positive constants X and p so that 
0 -c A < 49 < th g = l,..., G. (5) 
The above restriction implies that the inequalities 
hold for all # E H. T and T-l are then bounded, self-adjoint operators defined 
everywhere in H. 
To specify restrictions of operator K we introduce a parameter y. Two 
cases will be considered and referred to as (A) and (B) in the subse- 
quent sections. 
Cuse (A). We define y as 
Y= rLE&f,,=, Re((T - WA 4). 
Case (B). Assume K is lower triangular and define y as 
(6) 
(7) 
where KD contains the diagonal part of K. 
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In the case of a nonmultiplying medium, where operator K corresponds to 
scattering only, parameter y can be given a more physical meaning. Thus, if 
the system is in thermal equilibrium it can be shown that 
in Eq. (6), where u,,,(r) is the group absorption cross section [9]. The situa- 
tion of Case (B) frequently occurs in applications, the lower triangularity 
meaning physically that the particle energy does not increase in scattering. 
Equation (7) could then be equivalently written as 
y = min 8 1 . c I’E’R (J7.Arh - ,. .I 
where uTsg(r) is the group removal cross section 
a,,,(r) = as(r) - \ RJr, 8 * S2') d&2'. 
w 
It will be seen that the condition y > 0 is sufficient for the convergence of 
variational methods applied to Eq. (1). W e note that this condition is also 
sufficient for Eq. (1) to have a unique solution #J E D, for arbitrary f~ H. 
First assuming Case (A), it follows from Eq. (6) and the definition of D, 
that the inequality 
holds for all # E D, [9]. Thus the inverse B-l exists as a bounded operator. 
From the results concerning the spectrum and general properties of the 
transport operator [7-91 we conclude that X = 0 is then a member of the 
resolvent set of B, B--l being defined everywhere in H. Hence, the contention 
follows. In Case (B), Eq. (1) can be solved successively as a series of one-group 
equations 
Pv, + Ttw - L) #, = fg 9 g = l,..., G, 
where the inhomogeneous term 
s-1 
-6 = &K,k'h +fg 
is known from the preceding steps. Clearly the condition y > 0 i-n Eq. (7) 
guarantees the unique solubility of Eqs. (9) for arbitraryfe H. 
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2.2. EquivalentForms of The Transport Equation 
We cast the transport problem established by Eqs. (1) and (2) into two 
equivalent forms, which will be used as starting points for approximation 
methods. Pursuing the well-known procedure [I, 21, we introduce an ortho- 
gonal direct sum decomposition of H into IJ =: U G L7, where the closed 
subspaces U and b’ consist of those elements of H that are even and odd 
functions of Q, respectively. Let f == fs + fn in Eq. (I), where fs E U and 
fil E JC Similarly, let 4 = QI + 8, where q E Uand 19 E J7. With these notations 
we arrive at an equivalent matrix representation of Eq. (1): 
Here K, and K, are transfer operators with even- and odd-parity kernels, 
respectively [2]. W e note that for arbitrary + E H the identity 
VW, 4 = (Km d + (W, ‘4 (11) 
holds, where z+A = v + 6, q~ E U, and 0 E F . - The second form of the transport 
problem may now be formulated as the following. Find a function C$ =: 
II + z’, u E Jr, and z’ E J’, such that u and z’ satisfy Eq. (10) and the boundar! 
condition 
u(r, 52) & v(r, S2) = 0, c2.n.50, I' E r, (12) 
corresponding to Eq. (2). 
To proceed to the third form we impose the additional restriction that 
K, = 0 and fn = 0 in Eq. (10). Physically this is the case, e.g. if scattering 
and sources are isotropic [I]. By eliminating the odd-parity component 6’ 
from Eq. (lo), one obtains the symmetrized transport equation 
(-LT-IL + T - K) v = f, (13) 
where indices have been omitted assuming K = K, , and q, f s Cr. Now the 
third form of the transport problem is formulated, as follows. Find a function 
4 = II + zl, u E lr, and v E V, such that u satisfies Eq. (13) and the boundary 
condition 
u(r, a) k T-‘Lu(r, !Z) = 0, SL.Il20, Y E r, (14) 
and z’ is defined by Eq. (10) as 
v = -T-‘Lx (15) 
Thus the essential part of the problem has been reduced to subspace I’. 
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We now establish some properties of the symmetrized transport operator 
which will be required in Section 4. Let Eq. (13) be written in the form 
where A = -LT-‘L + T - K, is diagonal. Take the domain D, of 
operator A to be the set of functions ‘p E U for which AT E U and which 
satisfy boundary condition (14). A is then densely defined and from the 
identity [ 11, 
(4, ‘PI = (Lvo, T-W + ((T - G,) ‘p, ,p) + <v, cp:>, (17) 
where q E D, , it follows that A is a symmetric operator. 
In the symmetrized case the requirement y > 0 in Eqs. (6) and (7) can be 
weakened, if region R is bounded. In fact, it will be sufficient to assume that 
y + yr > 0, where yr is a positive constant. This is established by the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. For all p E DA the inequality 
(A% g’) 3 (Y + Y&P, TJ) W 
holds, where y is speciJed in either Eq. (6) OY (7), and the nonnegative constant 
y1 is positive if region R is bounded. 
Proof. Denote the identity operator by E. It is readily verified that the y 
of Eq. (7) is not smaller than that of Eq. (6). Consequently, in view of Eq. (7), 
T - K, - yE is a positive operator. Since T-l is also positive and commutes 
with T - K, - yE, it follows that E - T-l(K, + yE) is positive. That is, 
(T-YKn + YE) ~9 d d (9, d (19) 
for all ‘p E H. T-‘(K, + yE) is clearly self-adjoint, whence it follows from 
Eq. (19) that 
II T-W, + yE)lI < 1. (20) 
Consider next operator A, = -TT-lLT-‘L + E. Generalizing the results 
obtained for the one-speed case [l], we have that, for all v E D, , 
II A,g, II 2 (1 - e--pd)-1’2 II ‘P IL (21) 
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where d is the diameter of region R and p refers to Eq. (5). Combining 
Eqs. (20) and (21) we find that 
where 
y1 = A((1 - e-y/? - 1) 3 0 (23) 
and X refers to Eq. (5). Observing that, in view of Eqs. (6), (7), and (17), 
--1 - yE is a positive operator, it then follows from Eq. (22) that 
--J -- (y -+ yl)E is also positive [lo, Theorem 4.121. Thus inequality (18) 
follows with yi specified in Eq. (23). It is clear that yr is positive if d -=: cc. 
This proves the lemma. 
In view of Eq. (8) and the above lemma, it is seen that in one-group theor! 
of nonmultiplving systems the standard assumption assuring the positive 
definiteness of--l [2], 
i&J&, 3 y > 0, 
is unnecessary if the region under consideration is bounded. 
We note that if y + yi > 0 in Eq. (18), then (A -- Kr,-l exists as a 
bounded operator. In Case (B) this follows immediately from the lower 
triangularity of K. In Case (A) it is readily verified that 
for all v E D, , whence the contention follows. 
By the above remarks, the assumption y + y1 > 0 guarantees that Eq. (16) 
does not have more than one solution. The existence of the solution for 
arbitrary fe U is assured by extending positive definite operator =I in the 
standard way to a self-adjoint operator [l, 1 I]. In the present case this is 
done by introducing a Hilbert space LT.,, with the norm I/ ji.4 defined as 
We contend from one-speed studies [I] that lrA consists essentially of 
those functions 9 E U for which 11 v ]IA is finite. 
In the subsequent sections variational methods based on Eqs. (10) and (16) 
are considered. To study methods commencing from Eq. (IO), a Hilbert 
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space analogous to space U, defined above is required. For a definition of 
such a space we introduce still another norm, jJ JJL, defined as 
The quadratic form (26) can be associated to a self-adjoint operator. We 
complete the domain of this operator with respect to the norm !j IIL 
and denote the resulting Hilbert space by H, . It should be noted that the 
inclusions D, C HL C H are valid and proper [ 1, 1 I]. 
The decomposition H = U @ V induces a similar decomposition of &IL 
into H, = CL @ V, . In view of Eqs. (26) and (4) the induced decomposition 
is also orthogonal. It follows from assumption (5) that norms 1) !A and 
!j IIL. are equivalent in spaces U, and U, ; that is, 
where C, and C, are positive constants and either 9 E U, or v E UL . Con- 
sequently spaces UA and U, coincide. It is further readily observed that 
inequalities (24) and (18) can be replaced by stronger ones: 
and 
corresponding to Cases (A) and (B), respectively. Here constant C is positive 
assuming y + yi > 0 in Eq. (18). 
We note finally that since both $ and f in Eq. (1) are physically real, and 
since the transport operator is real, nothing is lost when considering real- 
valued functions only. We will therefore assume that the inner products 
appearing in the subsequent formulations take only real values. 
3. CONVERGENCE OF A FAMILY OF VARIATIONAL METHODS 
3.1. Formulation 
Assume for a moment a one-speed case. Then 4 = u + z, is the solution to 
Eqs. (10) and (12) if and only if {cp, 0) = {u, V} is a stationary point of the 
functional 
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in space HL . Here /I is an arbitrary real parameter [2]. We seek approximate 
solutions to this variational problem in a sequence of finite-dimensional 
subspaces of HL , HP’ = Up) @ V, (n’. Denote the orthogonal projections 
(with respect to the inner product of HL) into the subspaces Up’ and F’p) by 
i&, and F,, , respectively. Obviously then P, = E,, + F, projects orthogonally 
into HP’. We will assume that the sequence (HP’} is projectionally complete, 
that is, P,# --+ # for all # E HL as n + co. 
Define the approximate solution 4% = U, + z!% in the subspace Hr’ as 
the stationary point of the functional (30) in Hr’. Using Green’s formula 
applicable in HL , 
(q&-q = -(QJ, 6) + <vJ! 6, (31) 
we find that un and z’, satisfy the relationships 
-(Z& ,Lf,) + ((T - K,)u, , f,) + /3q:un, En:: + (1 - 13)~l%, 5,-i = (fs, fTz,>, 
(32) 
and 
for all f,, E Up’ and 5, E VP’. We now extend the method to the multigroup 
case by simply interpreting Eqs. (32) and (33) in multigroup terms. 
It is not surprising that the variational scheme (32)-(33) and the Galerkin 
scheme applied directly to Eq. (I)[31 are not completely independent 
approaches. To establish a relationship between them, denote by xn the 
Galerkin approximate solution to Eq. (1) in the space HP’. Then xn satisfies 
the relationship 
-(xn ,L &I) + ((T - 4 xn 9 &> + <X92, k)+ - u-l f%) (34) 
for all en E HP’ [3]. Suppose p = 4 in the variational scheme (32-33). 
Adding Eq. (32) to (33), and using the orthogonality of subspaces U, and 
l/; , we find that & = u, + 8, satisfies 
-(d, ,L RI) + (V - w&I ,4J + 9<9L ,4J + 6iA 9 @,\ = (f5 4h (35) 
where 0, = 4, -t 5%. Since Eq. (35) b o viously holds for an arbitrary element 
of UP’ @ VP’, and since the boundary term can be simplified into that of 
Eq. (34), we see that to each variational solution there corresponds a Galerkin 
solution. As is readily verified, the converse is also true, provided a direct 
sum decomposition HP’ = Up’ @ VP) exists for the Galerkin approximate 
space. Thus we have obtained the following. 
409/54/2-9 
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LEMMA 2. Suppose HP’ is a finite-dimensional subspace of HL admitting a 
direct sum decomposition Hy’ = Ur’ @ V, . ‘W Then the Gale&in appro3cimate 
solution in HP”’ coincides with the variational solution for /3 == +. 
For & = u, + z’, to be the approximate solution, it is sufficient that 
Eqs. (32) and (33) are satisfied for each of the basic elements of Up’ and VP’. 
Taking as unknowns the coordinates of & on these bases, it is seen that Eqs. 
(32) and (33) represent a linear system of equations, with as many equations 
as unknowns. 
3.2. Convergence Theorems 
We assume throughout this section that y > 0 in Eqs. (6) and (7). To 
simplify notations we supply HL with the additional norm (1 [j,,B 
where y refers to Eqs. (6) and (7), # = 9) + 8, ‘p E U, , 0 E V, , and 
0 < /3 < 1. We note that in space HL the norm !j !Jv,B is stronger than 11 11 but 
weaker than 11 IjL , that is, for all 4 E HL : 
where KI and K2 are positive constants. 
We first establish the stability of the variational methods, from which the 
existence and uniqueness of the approximate solution immediately follow. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose +n = u, + v, is the solution to Eqs. (32) and (33). 
Then if 0 < /3 < 1 constant C exists such that 
(37) 
To prove the theorem, we consider separately Cases (A) and (B) specified 
in Section 2.1. 
Proof. (A). The proof is analogous to that given in [3] for the Galerkin 
scheme. Replace 5, by u,, and 5, by v, in Eqs. (32) and (33). Adding and using 
Green’s formula (31) and Eq. (1 I), we obtain the relationship 
(U” - K)b 9 dn) + KunY + (1 - BKv3 L- (f, &R). (38) 
By Eq. (6) we have 
((T--K)4,,4,) 3~II+rl(“- (39) 
By Schwarz’s inequality, and by Eqs. (38) and (39), 
(f,vL) G lifli II A II G (l/r) IIfl12, (40) 
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where the last inequality follows from the fact that the boundary terms in 
Eq. (38) are nonnegative if BE [0, I]. Combining Eqs. (38)-(40) inequalit! 
(37) follows with C = (l,$)ll’, 
Proof(B). By the assumption y > 0 in Eq. (7) the previous results for 
Case (A) can be applied to each of Eqs. (9). Denoting the gth component of 
the approximate solution by +,n,s we obtain the inequalities 
We introduce the G x G matrix G and the vectors x and b with elements 
defind as 
Gij = /I Kfj ~1, il , j, 
= 0 otherwise, (43) 
xi = II #n,i II and bi == ]:fi (1. 
Denote the G x G identity matrix by I, and write Eqs. (42) for JJ = I,..., G, 
in a matrix form 
($ - G) x ci b. (4) 
By summing Eqs. (41) from g = 1 to G we obtain, with the same notations, 
II 4, ll.;.B < x%x + xTb. (45) 
-Now ~1 - G is a lower triangular matrix with positive diagonal elements 
and nonpositive off-diagonal elements. Therefore the inverse (~1 - G)-r 
esists and all of its elements are nonnegative. Hence, inequality (44) remains 
valid when multiplied from the left by (~1 - G)-l. Substituting the resulting 
estimate 
x .s; ($ - G)-‘b 
into Eq. (45), we obtain the inequality 
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where 
Since 
H = (71 - G=)-l[G(yI - G)-l + r]. 
b=Hb d II H lls b’b = II H IIs llfl12, 
where iI H Ijs denotes the spectral norm of H, we see that inequality (37) is 
valid with C = 11 H IIs . ‘I2 This completes the proof of the theorem. 
From inequality (37) it follows that f = 0 implies $n = 0. Therefore a 
unique approximate solution exists for all f E H and for an arbitrary finite- 
dimensional subspace HP’ C Ht . Th e next theorem quarantees the conver- 
gence of the variational method. 
THEOREM 2. Let C$ = IL + w be the solution of Eq. (10) and q!~,, = u, + o, 
the approximate solution in the subspace HP’. Then if0 < /3 < 1 the inequality 
holds, where C is a constant and P, is the orthogonal projection into HP’. 
Proof (A). The p roo is again analogous to that given in [3] for the f 
Galerkin scheme. We start from the identity obtained by adding Eq. (32) 
to Eq. (33): 
where 0, = 4, + 5, is an arbitrary element of HP’. Denote the left-hand 
side of Eq. (47) by Z($, , 8,). Equation (47) obviously remains valid if #n is 
replaced by 4, that is, 
zb#h 6%) = (f, 6J 
for all 8, E HP’. From this and Eq. (47) it follows that the identity 
holds for arbitrary en E Hy’. By Green’s formula (31) and Eq. (6), we have 
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whereas, by Schwarz’s inequality, the right-hand side of Eq. (48) is bounded 
by 
By applying the obvious inequalities Ij $ - 0, /j < Ij 4 - 8, IIL and 
2 j a j . j b 1 < E j a ]a + (l/e)] b j2 (c > 0), we further obtain 
where the last two terms are bounded by 
~~-19~+i’v--~))~~i!~-@~jl~. (51) 
Combining Eqs. (49)-(51), and recalling that 0, was an arbitrary element 
of HP’, we see that inequality (46) is valid with 
C = [(l/r)(l + // T - Kii)’ + 2]l/‘. 
Proof(B). We first break down Eq. (1) into the form 
where K, contains only the diagonal part of K. Denoting the solution and 
approximate solution of Eq. (52) by 4 and 4, , respectively, we get two addi- 
tional equations: 
and 
(L f T--K,)* = &&+f, (53) 
(L+ T--K,)+ =Gih+f. W) 
It is readily observed that the solution of Eq. (53) is+ and that the approximate 
solution of Eq. (54) is 4, . To evaluate (1 + - +a llv,e we denote the approximate 
solution of Eq. (53) by& and use the triangle inequality 
II 4, - 47w lIv.B d II 4, - dn., 1lv.s + II $,a - +n.g l1v.o , g =: I,.-t G. (55) 
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Observing that Proof (A) of the theorem is applicable to Eq. (53), we get an 
estimate 
II (6, - &,, LB G C II 4, - PdA IL , g = l,..., G. (56) 
To obtain an estimate for the second term we use the fact that r$,, - +n is the 
approximate solution of the equation 
CL + T - GJ # = fW - AJ- (57) 
Applying Theorem 1 to Eq. (57) we have 
( 
8-l 
Ii&, - kg iid =G Y-~/’ C ii & Ii il A - 4~ Ii 
k=l 1 
(58) 
8-l 
d Y-I C ii krsk II II $k - dn.k ilv.fi , g = I,..., G. 
k-1 
By combining Eqs. (55), (56), and (58), the matrix inequality 
(I - ylG) x < Cb (59) 
is obtained, where I is the G x G identity matrix, G is specified in Eq. (43), 
and x and b are vectors with components .xg = II+, - &, il,.B and b, = 
(I+, - P,+, jlL , respectively. It was shown in Proof (B) of Theorem 1 that 
Eq. (59) implies x < C(1 - y-=)-lb. Therefore /I $ - & JjV,a =T (xTx)‘js < 
C’(bTb)l12 = C’ I/ $, - P,+ /IL , where C’ = C ]/(I - y-lG=)-l(I - y-‘G)-1//y2. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
The convergence of the variational method to the exact solution of Eq. 
(10) follows from Theorem 2, and the assumption that the sequence {HP’) of 
subspaces is projectionally complete in HL . 
4. SYMMETRIZED CASE 
4.1. Symmetrized Variational Method 
In this section we consider the variational approximation of Eq. (16) under 
the assumption that y + y1 > 0 in Eq. (18). Starting from the one-speed 
case, the solution of Eq. (16) is obtained as the minimum of a quadratic 
functional 
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in the space CL . In pursuit of the Ritz method, II, is called the approximate 
solution of Eq. (16) in the finite-dimensional subspace ITy’ C LrL , if it 
minimizes F(v) in L.L . r(n) We assume that the sequence of subspaces (Cl,l’> is 
projectionally complete in LrL , i.e. E,~J + q~ for all v E CT, as n - co, where 
E, is the orthogonal projection into Up’. 
Analogously to Eqs. (32) and (33) the approximate solution U, satisfies 
where E,,, is an arbitrary basic element of C?p). In multigroup notation, Eq. (61) 
clearly corresponds to the Bubnov-Galerkin scheme applied to Eq. (16), 
with Eq. (14) as a natural boundary condition. 
We note that scheme (61) could also be implemented in a larger class of 
variational principles, characterized by a real parameter ,K The present scheme 
would be obtained from this family by taking /3 = 1 [2]. The more general 
class, however, has not been used in any applications so far, and we therefore 
limit the considerations to the case @ = 1. 
The stability and convergence of method (61) is assured bv the following 
theorem, the proof of which is analogous to the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2. 
In obtaining lower bounds Eqs. (28) and (29) are used. 
THEOREM 3. Let u be the solution of Eq. (16) and II, the approximate solution 
in the jinite-dimensional subspace Vi-“‘. Then the inequalities 
and 
;! u - u, 11~ < C [I u - E,u IL. (C = const) (62) 
hold, where E,& is the orthogonal projection into Up’. 
Using Eq. (1.5), one can also estimate the odd-paritv component by defining 
The error is given by 
Z’., -= - T-‘Lu, . 
II 12’-ze’, = 11 T-lL(u - u,)I~ < 1: T-m’ I/ j! u - U, /IL. S; C ii II - &U iiL , 
whence the convergence is of the same order as in the scheme given by Eqs. 
(32) and (33). 
It is expected from comparison of Eqs. (46) and (62) that the symmetrized 
variational scheme is superior to the scheme based on Eqs. (10) and (12) in 
problems where the quantity of physical interest does not depend on the odd- 
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parity component of the solution. Such a quantity is, e.g., the angle-integrated 
flux 
r&(r) = J +(r, !2) dSZ = J u(r, SL) dG?. 
0 0 
Since the norm 11 ]JL contains derivatives of I(, it is also expected that the sym- 
metrized scheme produces smoother solutions. This is demonstrated by a 
numerical example in Section 5. 
4.2. Composite Method 
In this section we consider a composite method, introduced in [6], where the 
symmetrization is carried out only partially. Let the region R be divided into 
two subregions: R = R, u R, . Let r, = r n aR, , r, = r n aR, , and 
r,, = aR, n aR, . Suppose that for all r E R, , fa(r, S&) = 0 and K,t,h(r, Sz) = 
0, 4 E H being arbitrary. We now formulate the fourth form of the transport 
problem as follows. Find a function 4 = u + v, u E U, and v E V, , such 
that: (1) u satisfies Eq. (16) in R, and Eq. (14) on r, ,, (2) {u, v) satisfies Eq. 
(10) in R, and Eq. (12) on I’, , and (3) in R, u and v are related by Eq. (15). 
Obviously this problem is again equivalent to the original one. 
Proceeding to the variational approximation, we denote by a subscript the 
range of spatial inner-product integration, if not R or r, e.g., 
(4, , v&R, = 
and 
(a - n) #Ar, Q) p&r, a) dS dP. 
Here n is the normal of r,, pointing toward R, . Assuming the functions are 
real-valued and ,k3 = 1, we have the one-speed variational functional [6] 
%> e, = @?h =h)R1 + (?h Le)Rz - (6 &)Rz 
+ (CT - WP, 9J) - (CT - KCN QR, 
+ 6~2 - (P, 0, + cpp, orI 
- 2(fs ? d + 2(fa , e)R, . 
Denoting the approximate solutions by II, and vn the relationships 
corresponding to Eqs. (32), (33), and (61) become 
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and 
- (%I 9 &-,, = (fa 9 tn)R,* (64) 
Note that it is sufficient to define z!, in region R, only. 
For the stability and convergence of the composite variational method we 
state the following lemma, the proof of which follows from Theorems l-3 in a 
straightforward manner. 
LEMMA 3. Let 9 = u + v be the solution of Eq. (10) and I& = u,, + v, 
the solution of Eqs. (63) and (64) in theJinitedimensiom1 space 
HP’ = up @ ,‘p)+ 
Then 
and 
where C is a constant and E, and P,, are orthogonal projections into the spaces 
Up’ and HP’, respectively. Here the boundary integrations involved in the 
norm /I ILR, and II !l.,.B.Ri are carried out over the surfaces ri = aR n aRi . 
4.3. Eigenvalue Problem 
Consider the eigenvalue problem 
(L+T-K)#=W#, (65) 
where the operatorsL, T, and K are the same as in Eq. (I), and F is a matrix 
of integral operators 
Fg,,ug = s fg,&) s(r, Q’) da’, w 
where the kernels are nonnegative definite and bounded. Assuming K, = 0, 
we cast Eq. (65) into the symmetrized form 
Ap, - K,p, = AFq, (66) 
where p E LTL . By Lemma 1, A is a self-adjoint positive definite operator, 
assuming y + yr > 0 in Eq. (18). The equation adjoint to Eq. (66) is given by 
AT* - KU*@ = AFT@ t (67) 
where KrT and Fr are transposes of KU and F. 
Equation (66) is of the same form as that considered by Vainikko [12]. 
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We now show that the assumptions made in [12] are satisfied also in the 
present case. 
LEMMA 4. The operators A-l& and A-lF are completely continuous in 
the space UL . 
Proof. Consider e.g., operator A-lK, . In view of the definitions of Sec- 
tion 2.2, rZ-l& can be written in the form A-l.&, = (TA, - K&l K, = 
(E - A,lT-lK,)-l &IT-‘K, , where the existence of the inverses follows 
from the considerations of Section 2.2. As a simple generalization of the results 
obtained for the one-speed case [l] we contend that both A;lT-lK,, and 
A;lT-lKU are completely continuous operators in space U. The complete 
continuity of AilT-lKD implies that (E - A;lT-lK,)-l, since it exists, is 
bounded. Consequently klKU is completely continuous as a product of 
bounded and completely continuous operators. The complete continuity of 
A-lKL, in the space U, = U, follows from standard arguments [I]. 
In the following, attention is restricted to the eigenvalue h, which is smallest 
in modulus of the eigenvalues of Eq. (66). The inverse K = A;l has physical 
importance as the so-called multiplication factor of the system. It is expected 
physically that h, is real and single, and this property has also been well 
established theoretically [7-93. 
Let h, be an approximate eigenvalue and u, E Up’ the corresponding 
approximate characteristic element of Eq. (66). By this we mean that u, and 
X, satisfy the relationship 
Pn 3 T-W,) + UT - i-9 u, , CL) + <un, En? = h,(Q, > 5,) (68) 
for all E, E HP’, where Uy’ . 1s a member of a projectionally complete sequence 
of finite-dimensional subspaces of U, . From the general theory of the 
Galerkin method we know that from the approximate eigenvalues one can 
extract a convergent subsequence {h,J such that X, - X, as n --f co [l 11. 
The corresponding approximate characteristic elements are assumed to be 
normalized to unity, i.e., 1) u, IIL = 1. Let u, and uO* be the normalized 
characteristic elements of Eqs. (66) and (67), corresponding to the eigenvalue 
X, . Denote by E, and E, the orthogonal projections into the subspace spanned 
by u, and into space HP’, respectively. By Lemma 4 the results of [12] can 
be applied to obtain the following evaluations of the error. 
LEMMA 5. Let {A,: and (u,,} be the approximate ezgenvalues and charac- 
teristic elements of Eq. (66), such that A, ---f A, as n + co. Then for the evaluation 
of the error we have 
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In one-group problems fuller results can be obtained concerning the 
convergence of eigenvalues. In this case K, = 0 and F is a self-adjoint 
positive operator. Since the operator A-li’J is self-adjoint and positive 
in the space L:, , the Hilbert-Schmidt theory is applicable in UA [I]. In 
particular we have 
where ( , )A denotes the inner product of LT, . Similarly the smallest 
approsimate eigenvalue corresponding to the subspace Lrr) is determined as 
We combine these statements in a lemma. 
LEMMA 6. Let (hnsmin > be the sequence of smallest approximate eigenvalues 
of a one-group eigenvalue problem, corresponding to the subspaces ( rVy’>. Then ;f 
the sequence {Ur’} is nested (i.e., LTf” C Up+l’), hn,min approaches A, mono- 
tonot+ from above as II + io. 
5. EXAMPLE 
Consider the solution of Eq. (1) in a homogeneous nonmyltiplying sphere 
of radius p. For simplicity, assume a one-group case with isotropic scattering 
and let the inhomogeneous term be constant. For this special situation Eq. (1) 
mav be rewritten as [13] 
where p := (l/r) a . Y. For numerical values we take p = 5, ud = l/10, 
u8 I= 3140, and j0 = l/4. 
\\le are seeking approximate solutions to Eq. (69) under the nonreentrant 
boundary condition 
VYP, r4 = 09 P co, 
corresponding to Eq. (2). To compare the performances of the variational 
methods discussed above we make an approximate evaluation of the angle- 
integrated flux 
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The numerical solutions are obtained by a computer code constructed for the 
solution of certain reactor physics problems by the finite-element method [6J 
In the present case the finite-element coordinate functions are defined by 
dividing the region R x w = {(Y, r), 0 < Y < p, 0 < p < l} into 10 x 4 = 40 
equal rectangular elements. The detailed description of the coordinate 
functions is given in Ref. [6]. In case the nonsymmetric variational scheme is 
used, the subspace of approximate solutions is of dimension 91. In the sym- 
metrized case the number of linearly independent coordinate functions, and 
accordingly also the number of unknown coefficients, is reduced to 51. The 
approximate angle-integrated flux is a piecewise linear function of Y in either 
case [6]. 
The partial results of four different approximations are shown in Fig. 1. It 
was verified by calculations of higher order that the solution obtained by the 
symmetrized method essentially coincides with the exact solution. As is 
expected from theory, the nonsymmetric method gives less smooth solutions 
for the angle-integrated flux. Except for /3 w 0.05 the approximate solutions 
suffer from severe oscillations near the center of the sphere. The approximate 
c 
\ 
\ 
I 
p I 0 5 ( Galcrkin ) 
I 
0.5 1.0 15 2D 2.5 
DISTANCE FROM CENTER OF SPHERE 
FIG. 1. Comparison of four different variational approximations of the transport 
operator with piecewise linear coordinate functions in spherical geometry. 
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flux corresponding to /I = 0.05 is comparable in accuracy to that obtained 
by the symmetrized scheme. However, less computational effort is required 
in the latter case. 
6. CONCLC’DING REMARKS 
The variational methods discussed above have led to numerous applica- 
tions in problems of nuclear reactor theory [13]. Most recently the 
symmetrized variational method has been successfully combined with the 
finite element discretization procedure to generate approximations of the 
angle-integrated neutron flux in multidimensional and multigroup calcula- 
tions [5, 141. From the above considerations it is clear that a large part of the 
success of such approximations should be attributed to the correct choice of 
the variational principle, rather than to the favorable properties of the finite 
element coordinate functions. The Galerkin scheme suggested by Ukai [3], 
and methods commencing from other values of /3 are less effective in com- 
puting angle-integrated fluxes and related quantities. 
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